Abstract. The traditional driving recorder has screen of 3 inches, pixel is low and the picture is not clear, volume is big and equipment cannot upgrade. With the development of smartphone and tablet, Intelligent terminal depends on excellent man-machine interface and ubiquitous wifi module, contributed to the perfect combination of intelligent terminal and drive recorder [4] [5] [6] . Intelligent terminal replace end fitting of traditional drive recorder, could reduce cost and improve processing speed. Storage using SD card, if you want to analysis traffic data on computer, don't need a peripheral interface, just use the card reader can be implemented. Use wifi for the communication of driving record system to realize wireless transmission. You only need to download APP into your intelligent terminal, APP connect to driving recorder, you can preview real-time video or playback video, also can store picture or video in process of driving.
Introduction
Drive recorder can record and store data during vehicle driving process, The basic composition of drive recorder include camera, sensor, image processor, encoder, CPU, memory card, Wireless transmission module, and so on [1] [2] [3] . In the process of driving, drive recorder can record the road conditions circularly in every second. For investigating the responsibility of traffic accident [4] [5] . People are becoming more and more like drive recorder. It can protect the driver's personal property safety, also to record moments of trip. Abroad, utilization rate is as high as more than 90% [6] . When the European and American use drive recorder, the traffic accident reduce significantly. In China, an increasing number of drivers use drive recorder [7] [8] .
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Designing of the whole structure
Drive recorder mainly consists of three parts, server, transmission network and client. Video server is the data sources in the driving record system. Complete video collection, compression and package sent to the network. As one of the core of drive recorder: transmission network, all data is inseparable from the network transmission, the innovation of this design is drive recorder itself can launch wifi signal, at the same time developed Android and IOS software platform, after the intelligent terminal connected to the drive recorder, you can watch real time video in the intelligent terminal, playback the recorded video and other function. Overall system block diagram is shown in figure 1 . 
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Video on demand system design Real-time video on demand function is that the real-time video preview, playback, pause, stop, etc. It is based on streaming media transport protocol. Mainly includes three parts: coding part, network transmission parts and decoding part.
Video coding
This system adopts the H. 264 compression technology, H.264 has a low bit rate, high quality images, strong fault tolerance, strong adaptability of network and other significant advantages.
Delay problems and solutions in the process of network transmission
The first is the choice of transport protocol, The transport layer has two joint agreement UDP and TCP, the speed of TCP protocol transmission is slow, it has lost packet retransmission mechanism, and it is ordered. Use the UDP protocol will be encoded data sent to the client, the process is as follows: （1）Use the UDP protocol to send encoded data to the client: sendto(socketfd, pBuf, ullen, 0, (struct sockaddr *)des tAddr, sizeof(struct sockaddr));
（2）The client receives the encoded data: recvfrom(slSocket, pBuf, ulTotal, 0, (struct sockaddr * )&addrRemote, &slFromlen);
The second, thread processing data reception and decoding, at the same time to set the cache frame below 3 frames. If this time appear the phenomenon of the decoding slowly, in order to ensure the real-time video transmission, will be considered lost frames, but reference frame can't lose. In the whole process of receiving, decoding and drawing, to reduce the number of replication can also be effective in reducing latency.
3.3
Audio and video synchronization issues and solutions
There are two kinds of solution for the audio and video synchronization, The one is the sender to solve, the other is receiver to solve. In the audio and video package has a timestamp. In order to achieve complete synchronization of audio and video, after the arrival of audio and video then play in the corresponding time.
Decoding
When the drive recorder powered on, camera captures the light signal, after collection procedures to stay digital video data of stay coding, then after H.264 coding of Hi3516 chip and data package of RTP protocol. At last , through the network transmission to the client. The client will receive RTP packets parsing decoding and playing.
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System operation and software testing
Client is intelligent terminal use apple mobile phones, The server is the driving recorder, Software testing interface as follows. 
Conclusion
This system was designed and implemented the intelligent terminal for the development of driving recorder, and producted, Compared with the previous driving recorder. Intelligent terminal drive recorder cost low and easy to promote. In the intelligent terminal APP, realize preview or playback of data. The recorder SD card can directly communicate with the computer without a peripheral interface, practical and convenient, compare with the traditional drive recorder, is very different.
